Effect of deuteration on the diameter-effect curve of liquid nitromethane.
The detonation properties of liquid nitromethane [CH(3)NO(2)] are probably the most thoroughly studied of any condensed-phase explosive. Because it is homogeneous (i.e., lacks hot-spot phenomena), it provides a window into the underlying chemical processes induced by a passing shock or detonation wave-such information is submerged in the complex fluid mechanics when heterogeneous explosives are detonated. In this paper, we provide experimental data and data analysis of the effect that deuterating nitromethane's methyl group has on some aspects of the processes that occur in the detonating liquid material. In the experimental part of this study, we report diameter-effect curves (i.e., inverse charge internal radius vs steady detonation speed) for pure CH(3)NO(2) and pure CD(3)NO(2) confined in right-circular cylinders of C-260 brass. Large differences in the infinite-medium (i.e., plane wave) detonation speed and in the failure diameter of the two materials are observed. Interpretations of the observations based on physical and chemical theory are given. The observed large decrease in deuterated nitromethane's infinite-medium detonation speed, relative to the protonated material, is interpreted in terms of the Zeldovitch, von Neumann, and Doering theory of steady-state detonation. We also estimate the relative size of the steady plane-wave reaction-zone length of the two materials. We interpret the observed increases in NM's failure diameter and its steady one-dimensional chemical-reaction-zone length due to deuteration in terms of the quantity of NM aci ion present. The new results are placed in the context of earlier work on detonating liquid nitromethane.